Handgun Qualification License

Operation and Handling Demonstration.
Orientation component that demonstrates the person’s safe operation and handling of a firearm, to include a “live fire” component in which the applicant safely shoots the weapon and hits the target. An applicant may not be required to fire in excess of 15 yards during qualifications.

Security Professionals Practical Police Shooting Course- Carry Permit

Total Rounds: 50
Required equipment: Pistol / Revolver
Scoring: B-27 target 50 rounds of ammunition, holster,
X,10,9,8 Ring = 5 PTS 2 magazines if semi-automatic pistol.
7 Ring = 4 PTS
Rest of silhouette = 3 PTS    Total Possible Score: 250
Minimum Passing:  175= 70%, 200=80%

Pistols: Fill 2 magazines – 5 rounds each

3 Yard – 5 Rds –Point Shoulder - One Hand Strong

Command – Routine Load 5 rounds and Holster
Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 2 rds. in 4 secs., cover, scan and holster.
Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 3 rds. in 6 secs.
Command – Perform a dry re-load, cover, scan and holster.

3 Yard – 5 Rds –Point Shoulder - One Hand Strong

Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 2 rds. in 4 secs., cover, scan and holster.
Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 3 rds. in 6 secs.
Command – Clear, inspect, and holster an empty weapon.

Pistols: Fill 1 magazines – 5 rounds

3 Yard – 5 Rds –Point Shoulder - One Hand Weak

Command – Routine Load 5 rounds
Command – Transfer weapon to one handed weak hand and cover target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 2 rds. in 4 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rds. in 6 secs.
Command – Transfer the weapon back to the strong hand
Command – Clear, inspect, and holster an empty weapon

Pistols: Fill 2 magazines – 5 rounds each

5 Yard – 5 Rds – Point Shoulder – Two Handed Strong

Command – Routine Load 5 rounds and Holster
Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 2 rds. in 4 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rds. in 4 secs.
Command – Perform a dry re-load
Command - Transfer the weapon, take up a two handed weak hand grip, and cover the target area

5 Yard – 5 Rds – Point Shoulder – Two Handed Weak

Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 2 rds. in 4 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rds. in 4 secs.
Command – Transfer the weapon back to the strong hand
Command – Clear, inspect, and holster an empty weapon.
SECONDARY WEAPON DAY COURSE (SWDC) INSTRUCTOR CALL SHEET (CON’T)

Pistols: Fill 2 magazines – 5 rounds each

7 Yard – 5 Rds – Point Shoulder - Two Handed Strong
Command – Routine Load 5 rounds and holster.
Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 2 rounds in 4 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rounds in 4 secs.
Command – Perform a dry re-load
Command - Transfer the weapon, take up a two handed weak hand grip, and cover the target area

7 Yard – 5 Rds – Point Shoulder - Two Handed Weak
Command – When targets face – Draw and fire 2 rounds in 4 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rounds in 4 secs.
Command – Transfer the weapon back to the strong hand
Command – Clear, inspect, and holster an empty weapon.

Pistols: Fill 2 magazines – 5 rounds each

15 Yard – 10 Rds – Barricade – Kneeling, Standing – Two Handed Strong

Command – Routine Load 5 rounds and holster.
Command – Assume a strong side start position.
Command – When targets face – Seek cover Kneeling SH barricade, draw, cover target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 2 rds. in 6 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rds. in 6 secs.
Command – While still kneeling, perform a dry re-load and Holster before standing up
Command – Assume a strong side start position.
Command – When targets face – Seek cover standing SH barricade, draw, cover target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 2 rds. in 6 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rds. in 6 secs.
Command – Clear, inspect and holster an empty weapon

**Pistols: Fill 1 magazine – 5 rounds**

**25 Yard – 5 Rds – Standing Barricade – Two Handed Strong**

Command – Routine Load 5 rounds and holster.
Command – Assume a strong side start position.
Command – When targets face – Seek cover Standing SH barricade, draw, cover target area
Command – When Targets face – Fire 2 rds. in 8 secs., continue to cover the target area
Command – When targets face – Fire 3 rds. in 8 secs.
Command – CLEAR, INSPECT, PRESENT WEAPON FOR INSPECTION OF ARMS and HOLSTER an EMPTY WEAPON.

**Basic Shooting Course For All Other Applicants- Carry Permit**

**BASIC PRACTICAL HANDGUN COURSE (BPHC)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Rounds – Twenty-Five (25)</th>
<th>SCORING Any round inside or touching the black silhouette is 5 points. Any round in the white or unaccounted for is 0 points</th>
<th>TARGET B-27 All magazines will be filled with 5 rounds regardless of capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum passing score = 70%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 rounds of 25 rounds = 72%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total possible score= 125 pts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum passing score= 90 pts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3 YARD LINE – 5 ROUNDS – TWO HANDED – POINT SHOULDER**

ROUTINE LOAD 5 rounds and assume the LOW READY POSITION.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN,
finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and go to a DEPRESSED PISTOL position.

Your weapon should be empty with the slides locked to the rear and or cylinders open. Have an instructor check your weapon. If you need to move to the next shooting position, you may do so after you have been checked by an instructor. If you are just moving the target, you may do so at this time. You may fill any magazines with 5 rounds as needed from the next shooting position.

**5 YARD LINE – 10 ROUNDS – TWO HANDED – POINT SHOULDER**

**ROUTINE LOAD** 5 rounds and assume the LOW READY POSITION.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 2 rounds in 5 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 2 rounds in 5 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, perform a DRY RELOAD, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and go back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 2 rounds in 5 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 2 rounds in 5 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and go to a DEPRESSED PISTOL position.

Your weapon should be empty with the slides locked to the rear and or cylinders open. Have an instructor check your weapon. If you need to move to the next shooting position, you may do so after you have been checked by an instructor. If you are just moving the target, you may do so at this time. You may fill any magazines with 5 rounds as needed from the next shooting position.

**7 YARD LINE – 5 ROUNDS – TWO HANDED – POINT SHOULDER**

**ROUTINE LOAD** 5 rounds and assume the LOW READY POSITION.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 2 rounds in 5 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 2 rounds in 5 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.

**On Command** – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 3 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and go to a DEPRESSED PISTOL position.

Your weapon should be empty with the slides locked to the rear and or cylinders open. Have an instructor check your weapon. If you need to move to the next...
shooting position, you may do so after you have been checked by an instructor. If you are just moving the target, you may do so at this time. You may fill any magazines with 5 rounds as needed from the next shooting position.

15 YARD LINE – 5 ROUNDS – TWO HANDED – POINT SHOULDER ROUTINE LOAD 5 rounds and assume the LOW READY POSITION.

On Command – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 6 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.
On Command – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 6 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.
On Command – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 6 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.
On Command – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 6 seconds, cover, SCAN, finger off the trigger and back to low ready.
On Command – raise your weapon, fire 1 round in 6 seconds.
On Command – CLEAR, INSPECT, PRESENT WEAPON FOR INSPECTION OF ARMS and PROPERLY SECURE THE EMPTY WEAPON AS INSTRUCTED BY A CERTIFIED HANDGUN INSTRUCTOR.